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WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AT THIS EXHIBITION.

welcome to

demu showcase 2016
Dear Visitor

A very warm welcome to all our members and visitors to
the 22nd DEMU Showcase.
The premier UK show for the Diesel and Electric era modeller.
After the highly successful 21st anniversary show last year, this year was going
to be a challenge, firstly a new showcase team to run the event and secondly to
find and book quality layouts that have not been seen before at the DEMU
Showcase event.
We feel we have selected a great range of layouts across various gauges that
will keep the visitor entertained, coupled with this we also have a great selection
of trade, demonstrators, societies and manufacturers where some new
previously unseen models maybe showcased.
We hope that you enjoy this year’s exhibition and if this is your first time to
DEMU Showcase, we hope that our choice of layouts and traders tempts you to
return in future years.
We also hope that if you are not already a member, that we have inspired you to
join DEMU, so if you want more information, who we are and what we do, make
sure you visit the DEMU Zone where the friendly team will introduce you to the
society and all its benefits.

Thank you.

John Norton & Guy Molyneux
DEMU Showcase Team

The organisers reserve the right to substitute or omit any part of the exhibition without notice. This guide
is published by Diesel and Electric Modellers United, and its contents are believed to be correct at the
time of going to press, although the group cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions. The
exhibition is organised by the DEMU Showcase Exhibition manager and his team on behalf of DEMU
with any surplus being donated to the development of the aims and objectives of DEMU.
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About demu

The demu forum

DEMU is a society formed by a small group of
modellers in 1994 to cater for the post modernisation
plan railway modeller. It caters for all scales and levels
of modelling experience, you don’t have to be a really
experienced modeller to join us, as we have members
ranging from novices just starting out on building that
first kit, right through to modellers who heavily convert,
build or detail their stock.

The DEMU forum is a lively online community, open
to all DEMU members, allowing them to
communicate with each other to swap information,
ask questions and conduct research no matter where
they are located. Since the Forum was launched in
November 2005, there have been over 137,000
posts on a huge variety of topics such as rolling
stock, track, signalling, prototype operations and
inspiration. Many members also post their current
modelling work in-progress, to stimulate discussion
with and learn from others.

DEMU has a journal, ‘UPDate’. This is an excellent
quarterly magazine, and it aims to cover subjects that
the mainstream modelling press might not choose to
cover.
We have also formed many various Area Groups over
the years (see below), these are ideal if you wish to
meet up with like-minded modellers in your own area.
The society offers a drawing service that
members can access. This is ideal for those
who are into scratch building rolling
stock.
Then there is the online forum
and wiki. The forum is a very
important tool for DEMU as potential
new members can browse the public
sections of the forum to get an idea of what
we are about.

Area groups
As a national society, DEMU has members all over
the UK and indeed in Continental Europe, the
Americas and Antipodes! Over the last few years,
members have formed themselves into area groups
and these informally organise events throughout the
year.
If you wish to take part and expand your network of
modelling friends – feel free to join in! For more
information see the display in the DEMU Zone or via
the forum.

membership rates
ADULT £21.00
OAP (Over 65) £18.00
Junior (U16) £18.00
Family (UK) £23.00
Rest of World £28.00

If you would like to find out more or have any
questions, please ask at the DEMU Zone. To join,
register with your name and current DEMU
membership number at www.demu.org.uk/forum

The demu wiki
We have created a new "wiki" for
members. If you have not come across
a wiki before - the most famous is
Wikipedia - they are a way of
collecting and collaborating on
information. The idea is that all DEMU
members will be able to access the wiki
and contribute to or read the information.
The wiki is not designed to replace the forum,
but to complement the forum - it is easier to
organise information in a wiki, whereas the forum is
better for discussion.
The wiki is available at www.demu.org.uk/wiki - you
will need to login and the user name and password
are the same as your details for the DEMU forum.

The demu zone at
showcase
The DEMU Zone is located near the entrance in the
main hall. Here you will find information on the
society, our ‘UPDate’ publication and also if you are
not already a member, the opportunity to join us.
There will also be a selection of DEMU merchandise
on sale. There will be displays about the DEMU
forum and the area groups.

the layouts
34

Abbotswood Junction is a father and son recreation of
the Birmingham – Bristol main line in the late 60s/early
70s. Steam finished in 1966 but the infrastructure
survived until the box closed in March 1969 and that is
how we have chosen to portray the scene.
Prototypical trains are our trademark with DCC sound
adding to the effect. Rolling stock is ready to run but
locos are super-detailed and renumbered to correspond
to the correct liveries for the period, and stock is also
carefully selected to reflect the prototype workings taken
from a working timetable for 1971/72.
You might have seen us on Youtube or in the
magazines – now join us for a while and watch the trains
go by!
Photo courtesy Chris Nevard / Model Rail
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ABBOTSWOOD
JUNCTION
4mm OO Gauge
presented by Phil & James Bullock
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BARNSTONEWORTH
2mm N Gauge
presented by Pete Latham

27

Photos courtesy Ben Jones / BRM

demu

member benefits
Don’t forget, as a member of Diesel and Electric Modellers United,
you can enjoy a number of exclusive member
benefits:
UPDate - our quality quarterly magazine
Area Groups - meet up and exchange ideas with
other active DEMU members in your area
Online Forum - lively modelling discussions
Wiki - our online knowledge repository
Exclusive Kits - we are starting to grow our range of
collaborative kits
Drawing Exchange Service - access to DEMU’s drawing archive
To join DEMU or for more information, please drop by the demu zone in the main hall
demu showcase 2016
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CAVERSWALL
JUNCTION
2mm N Gauge
presented by Carl Rutherford

20
This is our first attempt at an exhibition layout.
Caverswall junction is a modern image layout, with an
active passenger service, freight yard and diesel
maintenance depot. Caverswall junction has a
fictitious setting but is based off the West Coast
Mainline.

Graham Farish or Dapol which allow for smooth
running capabilities. Most of the wagons are Graham
Farish, other wagons are kit built or are Peco, all
wagons have been altered to house the peco
couplings with uncoupler arms for shunting in the
yard.

With the mainline converging to a single track after the
station there is a wide variety of trains that will be held
in the station and a variety of freight and passenger
trains running at regular intervals.

The base boards are made from 3/8 ply wood on top
of a framework of 2x1 PSE. The controllers that are
used: Gaugemaster model W and All components
HH5/OO . The track is PECO code 80.

The yard hosts a wide variety of different types of
wagons, such as cement tanks, maintenance wagons,
ballast wagons and coal wagons etc. at the rear of the
yard is the diesel maintenance depot which houses a
range of loco and operating companies.

If there are any questions please ask- thank you

The locos range from class 20’s, 37, 47, 57, 60 and
66, the operating companies include Freightliner,
EWS and DRS etc. The locos and DMUs are either
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CEMENT QUAY

Cement Quay was
as Classes 20, 25, 31,
created and built by
37, 40, 45 and 47 also
23
Chris Nevard. His
make regular visits to
4mm OO Gauge
idea for building the
Cement Quay on their
presented by Scottish Diesel & Electric Group
layout evolved as a
various Western
result of him
Region
Depot
observing the fulldiagrams.
sized railway freight operations taking place in various
cement and quarry sites throughout the UK whilst As the eras role on through the nineties, the latter
being very impressed by watching the large and heavy surviving BR locomotive fleet are still in evidence but
locomotives working their
bulk train loads into and
out of these terminals.
Cement Quay is part of a
cement terminal situated
somewhere on the River
Severn
in
Gloucestershire. To add
interest to the scene, a
stone terminal is also
featured.
Due to the sheer size of
the SDEG’s locomotive
and wagon fleet, Cement
Quay can be set and
operated in a very wide
range of periods. The
clock is often wound right the way back through the
decades to the early 1970s and the start of the BR
Blue era where the appearance of classes such as the
mighty Class 52 ‘Westerns’, the classically designed
Class 35 ‘Hymeks’ and other Western Region
stalwarts such as the Class 50 can be seen working
their Cement flows.
Many other classes associated with operating this
type of traffic throughout the 1970s and the 80s such

now appear, proudly wearing their new ‘Sectorization’
liveries, alongside the brand new Mirlees Blackstone
Class 60s. The odd ‘Construction’ liveried Class 56
can also be spotted visiting the site.
As we move towards the present day, locomotives
such as the widely used Class 66 locomotive owned
by Freightliner operate the services to and from
Cement Quay along with those of the class owned
and operated by DB Shenker (formerly EWS).
We really hope that you enjoy your time standing
watching the daily operations taking place at Cement
Quay and that our chosen era of operation brings
back some great memories for you. Feel free to share
your recollections with our SDEG team of operators.
We’d be very happy to chat to you about them.

demu showcase 2016
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DEANSMOOR
2mm N Gauge
presented by Jon Dean

22
Deansmoor is an N Gauge “Post Modern” layout set
somewhere around Stockport where a single line
through the Peak District crosses the WCML. The
layout was started in the late 90s and more recently
completed and enhanced with much help from my
friend Neal Cooper.
It was inspired by the Midland
line through Cheadle Heath
(where I used to live) which
when I knew it in the 1990s
was a singled line used only to
transport limestone from
Tunstead quarry to the ICI
works in Northwich in ancient
vacuum-braked hoppers
hauled by a pair of filthy class
37s.

represented as a single line, rather than a singled
double line.
A feature of the layout is that it features “working”
tensioned catenary on the WCML stretch modelled. I
have also taken some care to ensure that the signal
schemes are reasonably
authentic; automatic signals on
the WCML, signals worked
from a box on the Midland.
Recently there has been a drive
to ensure that all trains have
working tail lights!
I built the layout on a flush door
from Wickes, which I think
makes a perfect baseboard.
Track is Peco code 55, the
signals are by CR (kits and
ready-made) with Heathcote
electronic modules. The
buildings are mostly “kitbashed”
using American and continental
factory kits and Kestrel shops
and houses (all lit and most
with interiors) and the cement
terminal is built from scratch.

I have imagined, in addition, a
local passenger service and
have added a small halt
(Deansmoor), and a cement
terminal based on the one at
Northenden, now demolished,
to add some operational
variety. Space limitations have
meant that the Midland is

page 10
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DOWN SIDINGS

15

4mm OO Gauge
presented by Richard Coleman

Down Sidings is set in the Midlands in the early
1990s. It is a small fan of sidings adjacent to a larger
yard. The sidings have road access and are being
used by the Signal Engineers as a loading point for
equipment and materials for a local re-signalling
project.
The layout is 4 ft long with a small 3ft fiddle yard. It is
simply constructed with a softwood frame and MDF
top. The track is Peco code 100. Power is supplied by
a Gaugemaster transformer and a walkabout DC
controller.
The layout was built for home enjoyment and gave me
a chance to model a number of scenes from the
Northampton area that I remember from years ago!

demu showcase 2016
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HEWORTH SIDINGS
2mm N Gauge
Heworth Sidings is a
along the Layout. Items
fictitious modern image
like the security fencing
presented by Mark Hancock
main line with a set of
and OHLE masts have
industry sidings which
been put together from
are used for arriving and departing freight movements.
brass kits. Various track side details have been added
The sidings provide a marshalling function for the offsuch as, Cable Guides, AWS Ramps, TPWS Grids,
scene industry which is accessed via a tunnel. The
Signal Phones, Point Heaters / Motors and Track Side
main line is electrified, so sees a wide variety of diesel
Cabinets.
and electric traction working the freight and passenger
The layout is DCC Controlled and features a working
services.
3 aspect signalling system. The signals use a
Most of the layouts scenic items are scratch built,
combination of route setting and block detection to
including the retaining wall which runs most of the way
decide which aspect they should be displaying.
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The layout was constructed by
and shown by Bill Wood until
purchased by Jim Reid in late
2014.

KINLOCHEWE
4mm OO Gauge
presented by Jim Reid

It is based upon the station and
layout of Mallaig in Western Scotland after the
implementation of RETB signalling. DCC control is
used for train running with a conventional panel for
control of the points.
The usual operating period is the mid to late 1980's
with BR blue and LLB locos and blue grey coaches.
Freight comprises timber, oil and infrastructure traffic.
The scale is 1/76 with code 75 OO gauge track.
Layout size 16ft by 2ft with 4ft operating space

24
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44
Kirkmellington represents a
where the mineral wagons
small colliery in the NCB
are loaded. A through track
Ayrshire Area of Scotland. It
connects the colliery with the
4mm EM Gauge
is assumed to be on a small
tip, further up to the west.
single track branch line off
presented by Graham Bucknell
All main buildings are
the main G&SWR main line
scratch built using
from Carlisle to Kilmarnock
embossed plastic sheet. The
that winds its way up from
colliery head frame is temporarily a Bachmann
the east into the Ayrshire hills near Patna and
Scenecraft product but will be replaced with a brass
Dalmellington.
kit. Track is code 75 bullhead by SMP. Points are
The branch line was once a through route towards Ayr
hand built with timber & brass rivets. The working
but under the line closures of the 1960s it has been
signals are by Dapol.
cut back to the next town (just beyond Kirkmellington)
To keep it interesting in terms of rolling stock, I am
to enable the areas colliery traffic to be moved. This
setting it in the period 1969 to 1973 – pre-TOPS green
means that all traffic from Kirkmellington has to run
and blue diesels with full and half yellow panels
east to the G&SWR mainline before then continuing
working16t unfitted mineral wagons. The private
south for Carlisle or running round to head north for
Colliery rail network has a mix of ex-BR and Industrial
Ayr and Kilmarnock. This will give the layout a mix of
engines and a motley collection of wagons. Locos are
Scottish region and London Midland region based
mainly R-T-R from Hornby, Heljan, Bachmann and
locos.
Dapol with the occasional kit built example. Rolling
The colliery comprises exchange sidings onto the BR
stock is a mix of R-T-R and Parkside kits.
network, storage sidings and the washery screens

KIRKMELLINGTON

page 16
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LYDD ON SEA
4mm OO Gauge
George Ansell

Lydd on Sea was a station on the
presented by
New Romney branch of the
Southern Railway. The original line
from Appledore to Dungeness was built as one of the
web of light railways started by Colonel Stephens to
be a part of a line from Tunbridge to the Kent coast,
making connection with his Kent & East Sussex Light
railway. Only the part from Appledore to Dungeness
was actually built.
I have taken the inspiration for this layout from a visit
to the Dungeness Nuclear Flask Terminal. It is close
to the site of the former Lydd on Sea station, so I
reasoned that with the built-up new homes in the area,
I could add a platform alongside the Flask Terminal as
the “end of the line”; the main station being Lydd
Town.

starting from Reading, via
Guildford and Redhill.
Occasionally, steel traffic is also
handled at the flask terminal, along with the weekly
flask train.
The layout was built for a DEMU small layout
challenge, but not completed in time. However, an
exhibition invite renewed interest in the project as I
realised it could act as a test bed / display to many of
the model railway items that I manufacture.
Please ask the operator should you have any
questions. The layout is operated by members of the
Ivanhoe Model Railway Society.

31

Network Southeast have electrified the line to enable
through working to Ashford. I have also assumed that
the Tunbridge line was built with a DMU service

demu showcase 2016
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NETHERWOOD SIDINGS
7mm O Gauge
presented by Graham Clarke
This layout represents the Woodhead line in its final
years. The layout is based on a set of exchange
sidings near Sheffield. The track plan is freelance but
based on features taken from Rotherwood and Wath.
The bridges, in particular, are based on the real ones
in the Rotherwood-Orgreaves area. The layout has
taken around ten years to build and features scale
overhead line equipment.
Track is Peco plain
line with the
pointwork made from
Peco Individulay
parts. The double
junction was built on
a 1:43 scale print of
the Network Rail
drawing of a double
junction. Some of the
plain line uses Peco
individulay parts with
plywood or Peco
'concrete' sleepers.
Care has been taken
to try and make the
trackwork as realistic
as possible. The stone buildings were made from
foamboard covered with 'no more cracks' filler, scribed
to represent the stonework. Other buildings are
plasticard (signal box) or Ten Commandments (pway
hut). The various road vehicles are mainly Corgi but
there are a number of Land Rovers which were
obtained very cheaply from a toy shop and were to the
right scale.
The overhead wiring is the most obvious feature of the
layout and was built from brass sections in the same

page 18

5

way as we built the masts on Deepcar. Photographs
of typical masts were used, taken from various books,
and supplemented by measurements of the size of the
steelwork which still exists at the Manchester end of
the line. The wiring is to scale and consists of 28
gauge nickel silver wire for contact wire and 28 gauge
copper wire for the intermediate and catenary wires. It
is tensioned by small tension springs on the layout,
but the real wiring was not. I found it necessary to
tension the model
wiring as the layout
is kept in the loft
where
the
temperature range is
much greater than
outdoors.
The diesel locos are
from various kits, by
Post
War
Prototypes, RJH and
Modern Motive
Power. The 76s
were built from my
own kits, as
described in the
series of articles published in Railway Modeller
between December 2010 and April 2011. Rolling
stock is mainly kit built from Parkside and Slaters kits
but there are also some ready to run hoppers (Skytrex
and Bachman) and some scratchbuilt wagons. Many
of the 16 ton mineral wagons are detailed Lima items.
The layout is controlled by a MERG DCC unit and
some of the diesels have SWD sound decoders and
home made smoke units.

demu showcase 2016
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Scorbiton is an imaginary medium sized town situated on the
banks of the River Severn. The station is located on the northern
part of the Welsh Marches line, between Shrewsbury and Crewe.
South of the station there is the original masonry viaduct across
the Severn gorge, but as the town and railways grew, further
viaducts were built to take the increased traffic. This included rail
access to the small goods yard on the north bank of the river and

SCORBITON
4mm OO Gauge
presented by Kendal MRC
later, to a brewery on the south side.

The layout is modelled in the mid-1980s, just before the onset of sectorisation. Locomotives and most of the
passenger stock are detailed and weathered ready to run examples from most of the main manufactures. The
freight stock is a mixture of detailed and weathered ready to run, heavily modified ready to run, kit built or scratch
built. We have some scratchbuilt stock made from 3D printing and laser-cutting. For further information please
ask.
Research into correct traffic flows and formations for the period showed a number of noticeable services at the
time. These included the majority of passenger services in the hands of class 33s, running from Cardiff to Crewe,
Manchester and occasionally Holyhead. Freight traffic was mainly steel and speedlink services running from the
North West and Scotland down to south Wales. Coal, MOD and engineers traffic can also be seen.
Most of the buildings on the layout are based on those found in the Whitchurch and Shrewsbury area, which are
created using a mixture of traditional and more modern techniques including laser cutting. The boards are of the
open framed design to allow for the variation in terrain, with the
track resting on a chipboard base. Control is by standard DC
using our own controllers.
Photo courtesy Steve Flint / Railway Modeller
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Crossing is around a scale half mile.
Through this scene we operate a
typical service of trains for the period,
including Network SouthEast, InterCity
and Regional Railways passenger
routes. Bevois Park Sidings closed
with the abolition of Speedlink in 1990,
but there is still plenty of freight on the
main line.

Our layout is a faithful depiction of this part of
Southampton, set in the pre-privatisation era of the
early 1990s. We originally modelled the area from the
station footbridge as far as the Horseshoe Bridge. St
Denys was exhibited in this form between 1997 and
2005.

Regular services include petroleum
products from Fawley refinery and
liquefied gas from Furzebrook on the
former Swanage branch. Steel from
South Wales arrives for offloading at
nearby Northam yard and is also
imported via the docks at Hamworthy.
Military traffic to the dedicated port at
Marchwood is also a common sight.
Freightliners for the two Southampton terminals at
Millbrook and Maritime pass through regularly and
there is the occasional boat train to meet a cruise ship
at the docks.

Since then, the layout has been extended westwards
where the four track main line continues in a sweeping
curve southwards towards the city and docks. With
the banks of the River Itchen in the
foreground and part of the abandoned
goods yard behind, this is a very
different scene from the suburban back
gardens around St Denys station.

BEVOIS PARK / ST DENYS

The overall length to Mount Pleasant

2mm N Gauge
presented by Simon and Andrew Tucker

14
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AGM & TALK

by Kit Spackman (aka Mr Tilt)

Saturday
June 4th 2016
AGM: 5:15 pm
TALK: 5:45 pm
Trent Bar

If you are a DEMU member then please come along and support the society at this
year’s AGM which will be held on Saturday evening after the show closes. If you’re not a
member then why not sign up at the show at the DEMU Zone?
Kit Spackman (tilt engineer on APT-E) will give a talk after the AGM at around 5:45.

Kit will also be available to
answer APT-related questions
at the iconic trains stand (36).

the traders
6

A1 Models

Detail parts and RTR items. A1 Models (John
Flower), 111 Anston Avenue, Worksop S81 7JF. Email: aonemodels@ymail.com

45

ABC Workshops

Just Like The Real Thing/DJH 7mm kit building,
DCC sound installation and weathering. 4mm work
also undertaken upon request. Contact: Alex
Carpenter, Tel: 01773 827017, E-mail:
alex.carpenter55@btinternet.com

10

BH Enterprises

Booklaw / Santona Publishing

The largest transport bookshop in the Midlands.
Online catalogue, free 64 page catalogue sent post
free. Over 8000 new, recent and remainder titles
available. Large stocks of DVDs. Web:
www.booklaw.co.uk

12

C Rail

Supplier of intermodal wagon containers in both kit
and RTR, and transfers. Contact: Arran Aird, ‘Morven’,
Roome Bay Avenue, Crail, Fife KY10 3TR. Tel: 01333
450976, Web: www.c-rail-intermodal.co.uk

4

C&L Finescale

The premier supplier of model railway track
components incorporating the Carr’s & Exactoscale
product ranges. Tel: 01179 505470, Web:
www.finescale.org.uk

17

DCC Supplies

You will find a comprehensive range of DCC
equipment from many of the major manufacturers.
Plus all the accessories you may need for your model
layout including a wide range of informative books,
track, kits, tools, modelling and scenic materials and
more. We also offer advice and have a series of
training workshops from beginners to advanced and
manufacturer specific. Phone: 0845 224 1601
(+44[0]1905 621 999) Fax: 0845 224 1604
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13

DC Kits

Leading supplier of plastic multiple unit and
locomotive kits. Black beetle & bull-ant main importer
within Europe. Ask for Charlie. Web: www.dckitsdevideos.co.uk

3

Howard Loftus Books

Specialist in British modern traction railway books.
Tel: 01909 771408

21

Manufacturer and supplier of an extensive range of
quality brass, white metal and plastic N gauge model
railway kits, scenic items and accessories. Web:
www.bh-enterprises.co.uk

43

(+44[0]1905 621 534).
Email: info@dccsupplies.com

Kernow Model Railway Centre

We stock a large range of new models in all scales
and all the popular brands. Exclusive limited editions
and worldwide mail order are specialities of ours. Our
team are always happy to take your call on 01209
714099. We are open seven days a week so why not
come and make a visit to Cornwall! Find us at 98A
Trelowarren Street, Camborne, Cornwall, TR14 8AN
or visit our website for all our items www.kernowmodelrailcentre.com.

8

N Brass Locos

Kits for OHLE supports and rolling roads in N, OO and
O gauge. Web: www.nbrasslocos.co.uk

9

N Train / Electra Railway Graphics

Resin and white metal cast parts and kits together
with a selection of imported goods. Quality vinyl
overlays for N and OO. Web: www.n-train.co.uk /
www.electrarailwaygraphics.co.uk

25

Railroom Electronics

Stockists for Viessmann, Langley Models, Model
Power and Railroom Electronics. Eckon, Berko,
Traintronics, Model Power, Viessmann, and
Gaugemaster. Web: www. railroomelectronics .co.uk,
Phone: 01929 550623

28

R3Sprays

Model makers based in Falkirk. We specialise in
supplying completed modern image models resprayed to professional standards. Vast range of DRS
transfers in N, OO and O gauge. Web:
www.r3sprays.co.uk, Tel: 07879 511403
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30

Railtec Transfers

Manufacturer of waterslide transfers for all gauges
and hobbies, covering a vast range of modern era
including Network Rail, Colas, DRS, Northern Belle,
West Coast & many more. Web: www.railtecmodels.com

11

Realtrack Models

Ready-to-run multiple unit and wagons. FLA
Freightliner flat already released, with Class 143/144
‘Pacer’ under development. Web:
www.realtrackmodels.co.uk

2

Replica Railways

Own range of ‘OO’ Gauge Spares and Accessories.
Own range of ‘Waterslide’ and ‘Rub- Down’ Transfers
for ‘N’, ‘OO’ and ‘O’ Gauges. Web:
www.replicarailways.co.uk

32

S-Kits

Shawplan / Extreme Etchings

Comprehensive range of nameplates and detailing
parts for the D&E modeller including the exciting new
range of ‘Laserglaze’. Web: www.shawplan.com Tel:
01773 718648

33

TTC Diecast

The UK's fastest growing model shop, offering some
of the lowest prices in the UK, TTCDiecast.com
(Formally Loughborough MC) has grown from a small
toy fair trader to one of the largest suppliers of model
railway rolling stock in the UK. Post: 107 Nottingham
Rd, DERBY, DE1 3QR. Web: www.ttcdiecast.com Tel:
01332 343 943

19

Tim Horn Baseboards

Tim Horn Laser Cutting – Quality baseboard kits,
display stands and replica nameplates. 9c Millers
Close, Fakenham Industrial Estate, Norfolk. NR21
8NW Web: www.timhorn.co.uk Tel: 07920 510890

Offering a large range of contemporary wagon kits,
detailing components and scenic items. Email:
infoshrapnel@btinternet.com, Mail: 16 Barrow Road,
Sileby, Loughborough, Leicestershire, LE12 7LP

the demonstrators
37

Flat Bottomed Track & Bogie Modelling

Colin Craig shows how to build accurate flat bottomed
track and how to model bogies.

38

Modern Engineering Stock

Mick Bryan provides guidance with modeling
network rail engineering trains with an emphasis on
converting passenger stock for engineering use.

39

Little & Large

Dickie Dockerill looks at stock modeling in the minority
scales (2mm and 7mm).

36

Iconic Trains

From the APT-P to the POP train to the prototype
HST, Shane Wilton shows how scratch building and
modifications of existing RTR stock can be put to good
use to model iconic trains of the 70s and 80s.
With possible special guest appearance by Mr Tilt (Kit
Spackman)!

40

Doktor DCC

Struggling re-programming that deocder? Fear not,
Doktor Monk’s surgery is open, ready to answer your
digital questions.
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